From November 7 to November 13
Technologists’ week Medical Imaging, Radio-oncology and Electrophysiology

This week is intended to highlight the work, sometimes behind the scenes, of all medical imaging, radiation oncology and medical electrophysiology technologists in Quebec. The MUHC and its Imaging Department, Cardiology, Neurophysiology and Radiation Oncology Services also wish to show and highlight the human importance of these health care workers.

In a medical setting, technologists provide a very important step in the trajectory of our patients and support the work of other professionals to fine tune diagnoses and treatments. Imaging illuminates the care pathway of users within a hospital. That’s why this week is dedicated to recognizing this profession and we thank all of our MUHC family of technologists for your dedication to your profession and to our thousands of patients.

Thank you also to the administrative, para-technical and nursing teams who work with all technologists.

THANK YOU from your management teams!